Official Slug of

I

n the late 1980’s the patented technologies that went into creating
the Lightfield Alpha rounds for the U.S. Military were applied to
a pure lead slug for the civilian hunting market. By the time the
Hybred design was released in 1992 it contained 8 out of the 10
basic characteristics of flight which to that point had never been done
with a hunting slug. Through this process Lightfield Ammunition
invented a hunting slug that is consistently accurate to 150 yards and
beyond, will retain 100% energy within the intended target, and will
(with a less than desirable hit) take down any North American big game.
The Lightfield Hybred series of sabot slugs uses an hour glass shaped 99%
pure lead slug. The use of a post wad that acts like a wedge, expanding
the slug outward causing the slug and sabot to fit the barrel of ANY
shotgun, rifled or smoothbore, perfectly. The post wad is constructed
with a double spring design that assures full expansion of the slug in
the barrel without distortion. It also stays attached to the slug through
impact. This is a very important factor for increase accuracy at longer
yardages – it works like the fletching or vanes of a dart.
Then there is the exclusively patented “keyed” discarding sabot that
locks itself to the slug. This allows two important things to happen
simultaneously... consistent slug RPM speeds as determined by your
twist rate, and protection from any lead ever touching the inside of the
barrel. Combine this with our proprietary powder, exclusively custom
blended for Lightfield, and we are able to achieve the proper pressures
and velocities using heaver projectiles that our
competitors can only dream about.
This is precisely why Lightfield has set
the “Standard by which all other slugs
are Judged”.

L

ightfield’s patented “keying” of the slug and sabot technology produces unequaled and
consistent accuracy. Because of our patented technologies all Lightfield slugs are unique in
accomplishing consistent shell-to-shell accuracy and knock down power.

When fired, the post wad is driven into the 99% pure lead slug and sabot expanding both to the
exact diameter of the shotgun barrel. Thus locking them together. This process seals any gases
from escaping. These three components, combined at this moment, is precisely where Lightfield’s
reputation for accuracy is earned.
Because Lightfield’s slug and sabot expand and become locked together, they aquire spin as a single
object. This allows the spin to become true to the rifling of your firearm, making spin rate more
consistent shell-to-shell. This is the source of Lightfield’s unequaled accuracy — shot, after shot,
after shot.
In the Hybred EXP™ Series, the sabot discards prior to impact, exposing the pure lead slug for
maximum expansion in deer and similar size game. Commander IDS Plus™ slugs retain the sabot
during impact for controlled expansion as the slug penetrates deep into the target. Commander IDS
Plus™ sabot slugs are specifically designed for lethal stopping power of very large and heavy game.
Another feature crucial to Lightfield’s accuracy is that the post wad is retained in order to further
stabalize the spinning slug at subsonic speeds. Thus minimizing shockwave deflection as speed drops
into subsonic velocity (1220 ft./sec).

1. Hollow point design for fast and maximum expansion of our 11/4oz. 99% pure lead slug.
2. Proper roll crimp causes consistent pressure on slug creating superior downrange
accuracy in every round.
3. Lightfield’s exclusively patented “keyed” on Discarding Sabot (locking the slug to the
sabot while in the bore) assures proper rotational speed of the slug in rifled barrels.
Made of special bore riding materials that grabs riffling, prevents leading, and creates
consistent accuracy.
4. An “hour glass shaped” lead slug, with post wad that stays attached, for down range
stability that further increases accuracy at longer yardages.
5. Cavity allows the post to move forward upon firing, acting as a wedge, increasing
the size of the lead slug to “precisely fit” your barrel. This swelling action does not
allow any gases to escape around the slug or sabot which increases velocity and in turn
provides for overall extremely consistent accuracy.
6. Double spring wad to assure a controlled expansion of the slug to fit your barrel, sealing
in gases thus increasing velocities without distortion.
7. Proprietary powder “exclusively made for Lightfield” produces “higher velocities” with
heavier weighted sabot slugs.
8. 20MM high steel head using a 209 priming system insuring proper ignition of powder.

Accuracy you can count on...

L

ightfield Ammunition is the ONLY
munitions manufacturer that can offer
SameSite™ Accuracy....

Because of our patented saboted slug technologies, we are
the only manufacturer to offer “SameSite™ Accuracy”. We
have refined and perfected this science with our top three
most popular 12 gauge Hybred ammunitions, the Lites™,
the EXP™ and the Elites™. Sight any one of these slugs
at 50 yards and you will effectively have sighted all three
slug series thus zeroing in your firearm (DSG*) at 100, 130
and 160 yards respectfully. This advanced technology gives
the outdoorsman a choice for any hunting scenario; allows
the sharing of a firearm among family members young, old,
man or woman; allows the use of multi ammunitions without
the costly and time consuming re-sighting in process; Turns
your slug gun into a multi-purpose multi-functional hunting
tool; Gives the confidence needed to head into the unknown of each hunt successfully.
Now offering this advanced technology in our 2 3/4” and 3” magnum 20 gauge series of slugs.
*DSG = Designated Slug Gun.

Lightfield has allowed independent testing through the North American Hunting Club with great success. 300 randomly chosen
NAHC members where asked to participate in a filed test of our SameSite™ Accuracy line of ammunition, our 12 gauge Hybred
Elite 3”, the Alpha Gold muzzleloader round, and our new 20 gauge 3” Magnum slug round. The results were impressive to say the
least with scores ranging from 93% satisfaction to 98% - the highest rating any single product has ever received through the NAHC
Field Testing Program.

98% Approval Rating from the North American Hunt Club
with 300 Independant Field Tests!

LFL-12 12 Gauge 2 3/4” Hybred™ Lites
Reduced Recoil Sabot Slugs		
Range (Yards)
0
Velocity (Ft/Sec
1300
2049
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
Trajectory (Inches)
—
—
Time (Seconds)

Weight: 1 1/4 Oz.
Grains: 546
Caliber: 63
25
50
75
100
125
1195 1111 1047
996
953
1732 1497 1328 1202 1102
+1.38 +2.75 +2.36 +0.00 -4.51
.060
.125
.195
.268 .345

TKO = 63

LF-12 12 Gauge 2 3/4” Hybred™ Exp
Maximum Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
0
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1450
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
2549
—
Trajectory (Inches)
Time (Seconds)
—

Weight: 1 1/4 Oz.
Grains: 546
Caliber: 63
25
50
75
100
125
150
1324 1215 1127 1059 1006 962
2126 1790 1541 1335 1200 1121
+1.00 +2.50 +2.00 0.00 -4.00 -9.81
.054
.113
.178
.246
.319 .395

TKO = 71

LFE3-12 12 Gauge 3” Hybred-Elite™
Maximum Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
0
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1730
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
3628
Trajectory (Inches)
—
Time (Seconds)		

Weight: 1 1/4 Oz.
25
50
75
1578 1438 1315
3020 2507 2095
+1.00 +2.50 +3.10
.046 .095
.150

Grains: 546
100
125
1208 1122
1769 1526
+2.25 0.00
.209
.274

Caliber: 63
150
200
1055 950
1350 1003
-4.10
-18
.343 .580

TKO = 85

LF-20 20 Gauge 2 3/4” Hybred™ Exp
Maximum Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
Trajectory (Inches)
Time (Seconds)

Weight: 7/8 Oz.		
0
25
50
1500 1384 1278
1923 1638 1395
—
+0.78 +1.92
—
.052
.109

Grains: 385
75
100
1186
1111
1224
981
+1.73 0.00
.170
.235

Caliber: 54
125
1052
946
-3.49
.304

TKO = 44

Grains: 385
100
125
1222 1140
1276 1111
0.00 -2.77
.210
.273

Caliber: 54
150
175
1074 1022
987
893
-7.21 -13.51
.341
.413

TKO = 50
200
980
820
-21.8
.488

LF3-M20 20 Gauge 3” Hybred™ Mag-20
Maximum Expansion Sabot Slugs
Weight: 7/8 Oz.		
Range (Yards)
0
25
50
75
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1700 1562 1435 1322
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
2470 2087 1760 1493
Trajectory (Inches)
-1.5 +0.38 +1.38 +1.30
Time (Seconds)
—
.046
.096
.151

LFCP3-12 12 Gauge 3” Commander Plus™
Controlled Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
0
25
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1700 1528
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
3850 3109
—
+1.14
Trajectory (Inches)
Time (Seconds)
—
.046

Weight: 1 3/8 Oz.
Grains: 600
Caliber: 73
50
75
100
125
150
225
1374 1242 1136 1057 997
890
2514 2055 1831 1586 1324 1053
+2.85 +3.40 +2.45 0.00 -4.45 -26.05
.098
.156
.219
.288 .361 .590

TKO = 107

LFCP31/2-12 12 Gauge 3 1/2” Commander Plus™
Controlled Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
0
25
Velocity (Ft/Sec) 1890 1703
Energy (Ft/Lbs) 4759 3865
Trajectory (Inches) — +0.70
Time (Seconds) —
.042

Weight: 1 3/8 Oz.
50
75
100
1531 1376 1244
3122 2524 2063
+2.15 +2.68 +2.04
.089
.140 .198

Caliber: 73
175
250
998
897
1327
1060
-9.35
-36
.402
.563

TKO = 115

Weight: 1 Oz.		
Grains: 437
Caliber: 66
25
50
75
100
125
1345 1228 1134 1062 1006
1755 1464 1248 1095 985
+0.95 +2.20 +2.00 0.00 -4.00
.054
.114
.179
.248
.321

TKO = 66

125
1138
1726
0.00
.261

Grains: 600
150
1058
1492
-3.72
.329

LFCP-16 16 Gauge 2 3/4” Commander Plus™
Controlled Expansion Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
0
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1480
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
2125
Trajectory (Inches)
—
Time (Seconds)
—

LFHL-12 12 Gauge 10 Pack hand Loader
Handloading/Reloading Supplies for Commander IDS 465 grain, 2-3/4” 12 gauge - Pack of 10
The same Lightfield Commander IDS™ slug is available now to the handloader! The Lightfield Commander IDS™
was designed as a high velocity, extremely stable, extended range Sabot Slug for use in modern rifled barrel shotguns.
The patented design incorporates an impact-discarding Sabot that aids stability in the wind and produces a controlled
expansion slug for deeper penetration.

T

he Lightfield Alpha 300 is a .50 caliber, 300 grain, 99% pure lead
spitzer boattail muzzeloading bullet, designed with a serrated hollow
point for maximum controlled expansion. The Lightfield Alpha Gold
300 has a higher ballistic coefficient than any saboted pistol bullet
for muzzleloading. It retains higher velocity which translates into a flatter
trajectory with more downrange energy for deeper penetration

LAG3-50 AG Alpha Gold 300 50cal. Sabot
Saboted Pistol Bullet for Muzzleloading		
Grains: 300
Caliber: 50
TKO =39
Range (Yards)
0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
1820 1750 1682 1616 1552 1490 1430 1375 1323
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
2206 2040 1884 1739 1603 1478 1363 1259 1166
Trajectory (Inches) -1.4
+0.5 +1.67 +2.08 +1.67 +0.37 -1.9 -5.28 -9.83
Time (Seconds)
—
.042
.087
.132
.179
.228
.28
.333 .389

Hardest hitting Boar Slug on the Market.

L

ightfield Ammunition is causing hunters to squeal with delight
because of the new 12-gauge tactical “Boar-Buster” sabot round.

Packing a 465-grain pure lead slug that shoots flatter than a Kansas
parking lot, this controlled-expansion slug uses an impact-discarding sabot to
punch through the thickest hide and bone, sending those tough tuskers off to
hog heaven. Leaving the shotgun muzzle at 1600 feet-per-second, the BoarBuster puts porkers in danger at distances that aren’t normally considered
shotgun territory
“The Boar-Buster is the most devastating and accurate shotgun round available
for hog hunters,” says Brian Smith, Lightfield’s Director of Marketing and avid
pig shooter. “We took the proven, award winning accuracy and performance
of Lightfield’s IDS line of heavy-game ammunition, reduced the weight of the
slug slightly and ended up with a round that will have hunters makin’ bacon
at 175+ yards.”
Boasting over 2600 foot-pounds of energy at the muzzle, the Boar-Buster
retains more than 1000 pounds of hard-hitting impact at 100 yards.
Lightfield recommends sighting-in the Boar-Buster at 100 yards; this means
the round is just over an inch high at 50 yards and only around 3 inches low
at 125 yards. Nearly two football fields away, the slug will still retaining over
800 pounds of energy. Long-distance, skittish pigs now have good reason to
look over their pork shoulder!

I

t’s now the flattest shooting slug ever,
just like a rifle!

LBB-12 12 Gauge 2 3/4” Boar Buster
Tactical Sabot Slugs
Range (Yards)
Velocity (Ft/Sec)
Energy (Ft/Lbs)
Trajectory (Inches)
Time (Seconds)

Grains: 465
0
1600
2643
-1.5
—

Caliber: .73
25
1441
2144
+1.24
.049

U

TKO = 77
50
75
1303
1187
1753
1455
+2.92
+3.32
.104
.164

sing this round is the
equivalent to hitting a
hog with a .458 Winchester
Magnum elephant gun!!
TKO Comparison:

Lightfield Boar Buster = 77
.458 Winchester Mag = 70.3

100
1097
1242
+2.19
.23

125
1029
1094
-0.74
.301

150
976
984
-5.66
.376

175
933
898
-12.8
.455

AGENCY/LAW ENFORCEMENT

L

ightfield offers two full lines of Wildlife Control ammunition. A consumer line covering all popular gauges of shotgun found in the home.
A Wildlife Agency line that offers the hardest hitting rounds for large stubborn nuisance game.

L

ightfield has developed a full line of less lethal ammunition for
Wildlife Control Professionals. The aversive conditioning of
large, heavy muscled animals is a growing trend with specific
range demands. The new Lightfield line includes patented
designs with velocity and kinetic energies calibrated for range specific
applications. the new line is intended exclusively for wildlife control
and provides effective and affordable solutions for close, mid-range and
extended range targets.
GAUGE
SHELL LENGTH
Wildlife agency
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in

PROJECTILE TYPE

RANGE CLASS

PRODUCT CODE

Rubber Buckshot (21 pellets)
Extended Range Rubber Slug
Mid-Range Rubber Slug
Double Ball (2 Projectiles)
Blank Cartridge (Loud)

Close Range (8-20 yards)
Close Range (30-50 yards)
Close Range (15-40 yards)
Close Range (10-30 yards)
—

WRBS-12
WERS-12
WMRS-12
WMDB-12
LLBC-12

CONSUMER

Lightfield Less Lethal Wildlife Control Ammunition
GAUGE
SHELL LENGTH
Consumer
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
12
2-3/4 in
20
2-3/4 in
20
2-3/4 in
.410
2-1/2 in
.410
2-1/2 in

PROJECTILE TYPE

RANGE CLASS

PRODUCT CODE

Rubber Buckshot (21 pellets)
Extended Range Rubber Slug
Mid-Range Rubber Slug
HV Star (1 Projectiles)
Double Ball (2 Projectiles)
NOVA Mega Blank
Double Ball (2 Projectiles)
NOVA Mega Blank
NOVA Mega Blank
Rubber Buckshot (4 pellets)

Close Range (8-20 yards)
Close Range (30-50 yards)
Close Range (15-40 yards)
Close Range (2-20 yards)
Close Range (10-30 yards)
—
Close Range (10-25 yards)
—
—
Close Range (12-30 yards)

CWRB-12
CWXR-12
CWMR-12
CWHV-12
CWDB-12
CWNB-12
CWDB-20
CWNB-20
CWNV-410
CWRB-410

Protect your personal space with Lightfield Home Defense rounds. Based on Lightfield’s
innovative Less Lethal law enforcement/military products, Home Defense rounds give you more
options when dealing with threats within your home, apartment or business.
All of the Home Defender projectile rounds (Rubber Slug, HV Star, Double Ball and Rubber Buckshot) are intended for serious defense use in the home. All
are intended in inflict a painful warning shot, but can also be lethal under some circumstances. Injury to the intended target should be expected and can range
from serious painful welts and bruising to death. Results can vary based on the weapon used, distance to target, clothing, body weight and part of the body
hit. Shots to the lower body, legs and arms are less likely to cause serious injury, while impacting the head, neck, spine and upper chest are more likely to be
serious or even fatal.
Advantages:

• Little or no risk of fire, no fragmentation
• Generates little or no smoke to reduce visibility
• The NOVA-DR creates the illusion of a much larger weapon being discharged

NVHD-410 .410 NOVA-DR
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Ammunition Class:
Decible rating:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Distraction Round
+-100dba
.410 Guage
2.5 in

*muzzle blast could cause injury if fired directly at persons, similar to that of hand thrown NFDD’s

NVHD-20 20 Gauge NOVA-DR
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Ammunition Class:
Decible rating:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Distraction Round
+-100dba
20 Guage
2.75 in

*muzzle blast could cause injury if fired directly at persons, similar to that of hand thrown NFDD’s

NVHD-12 12 Gauge NOVA-DR
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Ammunition Class:
Decible rating:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Distraction Round
110-15dba
12 Guage
2.75 in

*muzzle blast could cause injury if fired directly at persons, similar to that of hand thrown NFDD’s

Intended Use:
The NOVA - DR is a Mega-Blank with high intensity muzzle flash and concussion. It should
never be fired directly at persons. The intense blast signature and flash are intended to serve
several purposes.
• Ideal for use as a warning shot
• Disorient and disable an intruder
• Alternative to firing a projectile in your home
•Can be used as an alternative method to control or redirect dangerous animals

*Use extreme caution using this product around young children and friendly pets.
Can cause great harm or even death if fired directly at a person at close range.

DBHD-20 20 Gauge Double Ball
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

2 Balls
67 grains total
.60 caliber
900 fps
In 18” bbl*

Ammunition Class:
Kinetic Energy at Muzzle:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Self Defense
120 ft/lbs
20 Guage
2.75 in

The Twin .60 cal. balls have relatively high velocity but have relatively low mass. The available kinetic energy is shed quickly over distance. Penetration of the body is
possible at close range. Some level of injury should be expected and can range from serious injury or death to painful welts or bruising. Results can vary based on the
weapon used, distance to target, clothing, body weight and part of the body hit. **

RBHD-410 .410 Rubber Buckshot
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

4 Balls
42 grains
A1 caliber
1400 fps
In 18” bbl*

Ammunition Class:
Kinetic Energy at Muzzle:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Self Defense
182 ft/lbs
.410 Guage
2.5 in

The four (4) 0406 dia. balls have relatively high velocity but have very low mass. The available kinetic energy is shed quickly over distance. Penetration of the body is
possible at close range. Some level of injury should be expected and can range from serious injury or death to painful welts or bruising. Results can vary based on the
weapon used, distance to target, clothing, body weight and part of the body hit. **

LHDRS-12 12 Gauge Rubber Slug
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

Rubber Slug
130 grains
.73 caliber
600 fps

Ammunition Class:
Kinetic Energy at Muzzle:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Self Defense
103 ft/lbs
12 Guage
2.75 in

Ammunition Class:
Kinetic Energy at Muzzle:
Caliber:
Case Length:

Self Defense
120 ft/lbs
12 Guage
2.75 in

LHDST-12 12 Gauge HV Star
Projectile:
Projectile Weight:
Projectile Diameter:
Muzzle Velocity:

Flexible
75 grains
1.25 caliber
850 fps

